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NEWSLETTER
As promised we wi! keep you informed about the current status
of the venture and the cars. As mentioned in the previous Newsletter the Endurance Car was a! prepared to go to the Phi!ip Island Classic Races in Australia...

As we all know freshly restored cars are like newly born babies :
they all have their diseases and need to get used to the new world
they are coming into. Having driven the car for only a few miles it
felt like this baby was ready to run from the start. It was taken to the
track at Phillip Island. This Island oﬀ the coast of Melbourne is a
fabulous venue with its setting next to the ocean. It has a very long
history of classic car races including some Austin-Healeys as well.
The enthusiasts who were seeing the car in the real flesh for the
first time were even more passionate about it than before. The
weather during this event was not the best, to say the least. Racing
Dunlop tires in cold and wet weather is known to be a tricky
adventure.
Nevertheless, the car was behaving very well. It pulled oﬀ in the
straight without any problem. Although the reconditioned engine
was not forced to its limit, speeds of more than 100 Mph were
reached at around 3000 Rpm. The first test was ticked oﬀ without
any major issues. The only issue that worried us a little bit was some
oil leaking from the David Brown Gearbox. These boxes were well
known to be diﬃcult to keep the oil in, so nothing new and shocking
on this one.
At the moment further details are being adjusted on the car, such
as a double exhaust being fitted, a special oil filler cap being made,
the tonneau construction being optimized and other performance
checks along the way before being shipped for other challenges
ahead.
We hope you enjoy the pictures of the Endurance Car in action
on the Phillip Island Circuit and look forward to send you some
more information soon.
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THE STREAMLINER AND THE EVENT DATES
The work on the Streamliner is
progressing on schedule. We are
communicating intensely with the
Bonneville scrutineering to make it
happen. The Speed Event date we
are aiming for the 16-19th of
September 2009 in Bonneville
Utah. The car will be on display
at the Melbourne F1 Grand Prix.
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Before leaving to Philip Island : One last look in
shiny form.
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The Endurance Car and AHS3903 lined up together
ready for the first race at Philip Island, Australia

Leading the pack in the Regularity Race.

Fabulous Track.

Some more race pictures of the Endurance Car in its element. The driver too...
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